CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSE

ADVANCED SWAT SCHOOL

C.L.E.E.T. COURSE # 15-3873

December 2nd, 3rd, 9th, 10th, 2017
Elk City Police Department / Western Technology Center
301 Western Drive
Elk City, Oklahoma 73646
Class starts at 9am

This class takes the skills learned in Basic S.W.A.T. to the next level. This physically intense course includes advanced training in firearms, close quarter combat, entry, vehicle assault, & less lethal applications. Students will practice team deployment within their specialized jobs. Most class time will be spent on live hands-on scenarios.

Instructed by: Commissioned Police Officers and CLEET certified Instructors.

Each student will receive 50 hours of Continuing Education and a certificate for training.
Prerequisites to course: Attended a basic SWAT school.

** The cost of the Course is $400 **

THE INSTRUCTORS

Kerry Spencer – Federal Instructor, C.L.E.E.T Advanced. Instructor /S.W.A.T. Instructor/NRA Firearms Instructor/Federal Law Enforcement Training Center Firearms Instructor, CLEET/FTS Firearms Instructor Development / Tactical Shooting Instructor/ Patrol Rifle Instructor

Each student will need the following: Duty belt, Handgun, Rifle and 400 Rounds of ammo. If you wish to take advantage of this opportunity for Training please call (405)637-8485 or E-mail Tactical.Training.Specialist@gmail.com for registration and information. We would like to bring this class to your city and train you in your environment. We require a Ten-person minimum to train in your area. We do accept credit cards.

PROMOTING EXCELLENCE IN TRAINING

Member of the National Tactical Officers Association